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Head of School
Mrs Erica Thomas

As we enter the New Year, we are also embarking

Focus on STEM

on an exciting new Strategic Plan for NGS that will

We want to ensure students see our STEM (Science,

ensure we prepare all our students for a future world

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) programme

of study and work that is not only fast-changing, but

as a very important part of their education. Learning

increasingly global.

in this area develops skills including problem-solving
and innovation that will be vital to students in their

The three-year Plan builds on our previous Strategic

future lives.

Plan and outlines an exciting vision to further develop
NGS as a thriving learning community.

“At the heart of the plan

is the idea that we want
to be a school where
our students and staff
are idea generators and
problem solvers with a
global mindset.

In 2018 we introduced coding as part of the K-6
curriculum, meaning all students will have regular
lessons, an initiative that’s sure to have positive flowon effects.
Engineering Studies is being offered for the first time
this year as an HSC subject. It flows from the iSTEM
course in Years 9-10, meaning we now have a clear
STEM pathway from K-12. We are one of the only
schools in Australia to offer a STEM continuum.

In addition, the School is currently working on a Master
Plan to establish what facilities we will develop over

We are also aiming to further develop our STEM

the next 15 years to meet the needs of the students of

industry linkages, building on our relationships with

tomorrow, and to support the Strategic Plan.

universities and industry in the Hunter region.

Some of the key strategies that will help us to achieve

A global outlook

our vision are outlined below:

We want to equip students with the skills and

Positive Education

understanding they need to navigate a changing
world – and that means giving them a global outlook.

Student wellbeing remains paramount to the School’s

Given the radical changes in the university landscape

vision. A recent survey of young Australians aged 15-

and job market in the last decade, thinking globally

19 years conducted by Mission Australia found that

will help students to understand where they will end

43% of youth identified mental health as the top issue

up studying and what work they might do.

facing Australia today.
Our Global Studies Faculty is promoting that vision,
We know that parents want their children to attend a

and we will continue to develop our international

school with a strong sense of student wellbeing – and

relations with other schools for language students. We

it is widely acknowledged that academic success flows

also hope to establish new linkages with leaders and

from that. We are moving forward with our Positive

specialists in the global Positive Education community.

Education programme, and will develop a wholeschool philosophy around student wellbeing over the

Monitoring progress

next three years.

By using sophisticated data-tracking software, we
are now able to continually monitor the academic

This is not only about helping students in need, but

progress of each student and better engage students

about giving the general student population the skills

in their learning.

to think optimistically, to have a growth mindset and,
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importantly, to understand that we can change our

Staff will be able to use this data to ensure students

mindset.

meet benchmarks, and are progressing as we expect
them to.

Leading the way on staff development
Greater investment in staff professional development
is a central tenet of our new Strategic Plan. We want
to maximise our staff’s professional learning, both at
a personal level and in terms of the School’s goals.
A significant aim of our new Plan is to establish a
Professional Development Centre at NGS that can
offer teacher professional development courses not
only to our staff, but to the teaching community more
broadly.
In coming years, we will begin work to establish this
Centre and to gain accreditation for courses, so that
other teachers can join us to learn about key areas.
We want to be a learning community, not just for
our students, but for the dedicated staff who will be
teaching them.

Pathways to the future
We want to tailor pathways for our students,
both through the traditional route of ATAR-based
university entry and through many alternative
avenues to further study and work that are now
available.
We will ensure the transitions into life beyond
secondary school are well articulated, and take into
account individual students’ aspirations.
Fostering our relationships with the local community
is central to all these strategies.
Our vision is that NGS is an integral part of
Newcastle life and has outstanding relationships with
universities, businesses, parents and Alumni.
This is a forward-looking Plan as we embark on the
next stage in our School’s development as a learning
community.
Mrs Erica Thomas
Head of School
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NGS CELEBRATES
					

stand-out HSC results

Hamish Young
Newcastle

Grammar

Emma Reid
School

students

Alex Oakley

achieved

Emma Reid gained the school’s highest 2018 ATAR of

outstanding results in the 2018 HSC, with NGS gaining

99.75, and was ranked in the top 1% of the State,

the honour of being the State’s best-ranked school

alongside Lucinda Watt, Margot Roberts and Emily

outside the Sydney metropolitan area.

Elvish, with ATARs over 99.

NGS was placed 35th out of more than 650 schools

Emma told the Newcastle Herald that she was

in NSW, according to the Sydney Morning Herald

thrilled her hard work had paid off. She studied in the

Schools Rank, rising 50 places compared to the

school library between 3pm and 7pm each day, as well

previous year.

as continuing to study at home until 9.30pm when
preparing for exams – but she did take time off study

Head of School Mrs Erica Thomas said she was thrilled

on Friday nights and weekend afternoons.

the students’ hard work had reaped rewards.
“I didn’t want to get my results and think ‘I could have
“Their results reflect their determination to do well

put in more effort’,” she said.

and the quality of teaching at NGS,” she said. “Our
overall position at 35th in the State is an outstanding

Alex Oakley came fourth in the State in Music 1, while

result.”

Hamish Young came tenth: they both gained a HSC
mark of 99%.

Seven NGS students were included on the NSW
Education Standards Authority’s list of All Rounders.

Alex told the Newcastle Herald that he increased his
music practice from two hours a day to four hours a
day before the final exams.
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NGS All Rounders

Students who achieved 90%
or more in 10 course units
Emily Elvish
Alexander Ferch
Grace Papworth
Emma Reid
Margot Roberts
Azeem Travadi
Lucinda Watt

NGS top HSC Achievers

Students who achieved a mark
in the Top 20 for their course
Emma Reid		
Geography 2nd
Acacia Ozturk		
Mathematics 4th
Alex Oakley		
Music 1 4th
Ella McConnochie Visual Arts 5th
Emily Elvish
History Extension 9th
				Business Studies 19th
Hamish Young		
Music 1 10th

NGS students with perfect
HSC scores
Acacia Ozturk		
Nicholas McGrath
Yuchan Park		
Galatea Kneath

Mathematics (2 Unit) –100%
Mathematics Extension 1 – 50/50
Music Extension– 50/50
Music Extension – 50/50
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Showcasing
				HSC talents
After many months of hard work, 2018 HSC students

The Drama students performed a mixture of individual

who undertook project-based courses displayed their

and group pieces, with Lili Farragher-Hoey performing

major works at an impressive Showcase evening in

her individual work that was nominated for the

September.

‘OnSTAGE’ event showcasing outstanding HSC drama
performances.

For Design and Technology students, the major project
involved identifying a need or opportunity in society

History Extension students are required to write a long

and then designing a product to satisfy that need.

essay on a historical debate of their choice, and several

Fourteen students displayed innovative and wide-

students recited from their major works, while two of

ranging major works, which included an architectural

the 14 students who undertook HSC English Extension

design for low-cost housing, a toolkit bag designed

students recited from their original compositions.

to be carried on a motorbike, a children’s quilt with
interactive letter sounds, IT projects, and a garden

Director of Studies, Mr Philip Fielden said the HSC

bench.

Showcase was a fitting culmination of the student’s
hard work and dedication throughout their final year.

In Visual Arts, seven talented students displayed

“The calibre of work produced by students across all

beautifully executed and imaginative artworks. The

these fields is very impressive,” he said. “The showcase

works included photography, sculpture, paintings and

evening is a wonderful opportunity for students to

video, with themes ranging from Ella McConnochie’s

share their projects with their family, friends and the

focus on memories of the various countries she

school community.”

has lived in during her lifetime, to scuba diver Kate
Hackett’s painting, video and sculpture depicting the

A number of students’ HSC major projects were

impact of plastic pollution on our oceans.

selected for NSW exhibitons and performances that
showcase students’ talents.

-
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Students use coding and robotic
skills to navigate Newcastle
A team of 15 students from Years 5 and 6 were among

Water features, LED lights and heat panels were

350 primary school students who put their coding and

hidden around the maze so that students could put

robotic skills to the test when they took part in the

their sensor, data collecting skills and knowledge into

MiniME Rover Challenge.

practice. They collected temperature and atmospheric
data, put out fires, filled water tanks and more.

The Challenge is part of a joint initiative by Regional
Development Australia (RDA) Hunter, the City of

“Not only did the Newcastle Grammar School students

Newcastle and Obelisk Systems, and aims to enhance

complete the entire course smoothly, they also linked

primary

Technology,

screen images of temperature gauges, water tanks

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) skills, while

school

students’

Science,

and fire flames as a representation of the data as it

also teaching important issues such as environmental

was collected,” Dr Waters said.

protection.
Mr Luke Hackworth, Director of Enginering at Obelisk
Head of STEM (K-6) Dr Katie Waters said that in the

Systems and a key organiser of the day, commented:

lead up to the challenge, the students took part in

“It was great to see the contributions made by the

group tutorials at the University of Newcastle as well

students from Newcastle Grammar School. They were

as participating in two full-day workshops at school,

excellent and demonstrated such innovative work with

where they learnt how to code and operate the StarLab

the StarLAB. It was wonderful to see the effort and

rovers. They also learned how to collect environmental

detail that they put into their coding.”

impact data using the rovers.
Dr Waters said the challenge taught the students
“As their skills increased, they were encouraged to

about environmental protection and the importance

control their rovers around a variety of mazes, record

of sustainability.

and display environmental sensor data, and use this
data to determine the direction of the rover,” she said.

“They have also taken away with them team

On the day of the challenge, students were required

building and computational thinking skills, a greater

to manoeuvre their StarLAB rovers around a maze-like

understanding of code and data collection purposes,”

course modelled on Newcastle City.

she said. “They have established a greater awareness
and desire to be involved in developing a smarter,

Major landmarks included Civic Park, The Water
Fountain, Newcastle Museum, and the Obelisk.

liveable and sustainable future.“
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A Dream Production
Many dreams came alive for the 235 students from

Parents also lent their support, with a Kindergarten

Park Campus when they staged a special Centenary

parent making a special Kindergarten film and the

production, Together We Dream.

“Primary Dad Band” – three musical dads who
performed with the Year 4 item – proving a highlight

Visual Arts teacher Charlie Howard says the aim was to

of the show.

create a joyful and moving show that would showcase
the talents of all Park Campus students.

“We were exceptionally fortunate to have a wonderful
team of parents and staff who spent many hours

“All children think ‘big’ and have wonderful dreams

creating the stunning costumes and props for the

and we wanted to encourage and nuture these

show,” Ms Howard says, adding that parent volunteers

dreams,” she said. “It was important to feature the

also arranged hair, make-up and catering for the

students’ hopes and aspirations for not only their own

students during the performances.

future but also for the world that they will inherit. “
“It was a fabulous effort from our entire school
Not only did the production include music, singing

community on so many levels.”

and dance, but the children created beautiful dreaminspired artworks influenced by Marc Chagall, Henri

After months of hard work by students and staff,

Matisse and Henri Rousseau, which were displayed

the production played for two nights to appreciative

in a mini art show in the foyer of the Sandi Warren

audiences.

Performance Centre as part of the event.
“The students were spectacular. They received such
Grade films and class items devised and created by all

lovely encouraging and supportive feedback from their

the primary teachers were screened, adding depth and

audiences,” Ms Howard said.

meaning to the production.
The experience helped teach the students how to
Ms Howard was joined in the creative team by Ms

rise to a challenge and overcome a little anxiety and

Linden Perry, who helped find songs that suited the

nervousness, she said.

theme and worked with the soloists; Ms Amy Bibby, “a
powerhouse of energy and vision” who helped create

“All students were able to see their peers in another

the beauty of the production and Ms Michelle Cooper,

light and appreciate that everyone has strengths and

who choreographed several dances. Ms Perry and

talents in different areas. The memories that the

Music teacher Nicole Sherringham taught the children

students created together will last for a long time.”

the songs during music classes and choir rehearsals.

Ms Howard says the children are still singing songs
from the show – and are already asking when the next
production will be.
“We won’t let them down,” she said.
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Speech Night

tops off a year of celebration

The NGS community topped of a wonderful year of

the first whole school musical, Annie, Founders’ Day

Centenary celebrations with the annual Carol Service

celebrations, the Together We Dream production

and Speech Night at the end of Term 4.

and the sparkling Diamond Ball.

Students and staff joined together on 4 December

“This has all occurred in addition to teaching and

for the Service of Lessons and Carols in Christ Church

learning, the vast co-curricular programme and the

Cathedral – a traditional and important part of the

general activities that occur in the School each day,”

School’s Christmas celebrations.

Mrs Thomas said.

They were led in song by the musical talents of the

She offered congratulations to all students who had

NGS Chamber Choir, Grammarphones, Symphony

tried their best and contributed positively to our school

Orchestra, String Ensemble and Concert Band.

environment: “Whether you are receiving a prize
tonight, or not, if you are able to look back proudly on

The 100th Annual Speech Night was held the following

your efforts this year and know you have given your

day. Head of School, Mrs Erica Thomas, said it was

best, feel satisfied with your achievements.”

the final event in a year of Centenary celebrations, as
the School marked 100 years of excellence in holistic

Former school captains Phoebe O’Keeffe (2016), Sarah

education.

Brown (2014) and Nicholas Hewitt (2013) returned to
NGS to present awards to the many deserving 2018

Other celebrations throughout the year included

12. concerts

at Honeysuckle and King Edward Park,

prize winners.

AWARD winners

Congratulations to the following special award
winners from Year 12, 2018.

Year 12 Honours Awardees
Eoin Brown, Emily Elvish, Alexander Ferch,
Saxon Leibbrandt, Alexander Oakley,
Grace Papworth, Yuchan Park, Emma Reid,
Margot Roberts, Azeem Travadi
and Lucinda Watt.

Sports Awards
Samuel Barnett, Eoin Brown, Nathaniel
Dean, Sarah Dykes, Kate Hackett,
Alexander Oakley, Karma Randall,
Lorcan Redmond, Maximilian Routh
and Caitlin Spencer

The ADF Long Tan Leadership Award
Margot Roberts

Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award
Azeem Travadi
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Developing the right mindset
to flourish in the final year of school
Students now in Year 12 are well prepared for their

The Conference, held in September, gave the students

challenging year ahead, after attending a two-day

an opportunity to hear from and interact with 22

conference late last year where they learned how to

Hunter Region professionals across a diverse range

adopt a strength-based Year 12 mindset.

of businesses and occupations, from IT to law,
psychology, medicine, engineering, hospitality, not-

Deputy Head of School Alan Parsons said the inaugural

for-profit, consultancy, music, veterinary science and

NGS Year 11 Conference themed “Me, We…. Us”,

more.

introduced the students to a strength-based mindset
that focuses on the Positive Psychology principles

Two speakers from Melbourne also joined the

of Positive Emotions, Engagement, Relationships,

conference – Sharon Garro, from the Melbourne

Meaning and Accomplishment (PERMA).

University Graduate School of Education Centre
for Positive Psychology and Felicity Furey, structural

“We are sending the message that the Year 12

engineer and STEM entrepreneur from Swinburne

experience is a microcosm of the wider world and

University.

struggle is inevitable but exciting. If we celebrate our
strengths, support others, make connections and truly

On day one, there was a presentation and series of

appreciate the value of the journey then we will be on

workshops facilitated by UPP (Unleashing Personal

our way to flourishing.”

Potential), focusing on how students can utilise their
strengths to become their best as individuals and
members of a team.
1918

2018

This was followed by a Conference Dinner where
students from Years 10 to 12 shared a meal and

Year 11 Conference
2018

conversation with 12 Leaders of Industry across a wide
range of occupations and professions.
On the second day, guest speakers shared their
personal stories of challenge, growth mindset, grit,
flow, gratitude and resilience.
The students were challenged to spot the strengths of
each guest and to identify how these highly successful
individuals had utilised their strengths to become the
successful people they are today.
Mr Parsons said the students entered Year 12 with an
understanding of the conference motto: “A positive
ripple effect starts with me”.

‘Me, We... Us’
A positive ripple effect starts with me!
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Thanks to Todd Williams, Shivani Gupta, Andy Howard,
Nadene Barretto, Ryan McPherson, Chad Dillinger,
Peter Maxwell, Steph Eyb, Dr Minas Petrelis and John
Duke for their generous contribution to the success of
the Conference.

Farewell to Year 12
Our 2018 Year 12 students were farewelled with traditional celebrations as they completed their final days of
schooling at the end of Term 3.
Students and their families gathered for the annual Graduation Dinner held at NEX, with music by Brass Razoo
and an address by parent Tony Bennett, whose daughter Lillian was among the 79 graduates.
The School community then joined together for the Valedictory Eucharist at Christ Church Cathedral, where Head
of School Erica Thomas congratulated the HSC students on their achievements.
“Well done on a terrific journey, well done on your academic performances,” Mrs Thomas said, adding that
saying farewell to Year 12 felt like losing a part of the School.
“I want you to know how important you have been to us,” she said. “I have this amazing sense of a uniqueness
about every year that leaves the School and to our current Year 12s, I want say what a privilege it has been to see
you grow over the last few years and to see what you’ve become as you leave our School.”
2018 School Captain Matilda Dickinson said NGS had offered the students an amazing array of opportunities.
“It’s almost overwhelming because you just want to choose so many things and now, the world really is our
oyster,” she said.
Students from Years 5 through to Year 11 formed a Guard of Honour leading from the Cathedral to the campus,
applauding the Year 12 students with an emotional “Clap Out” as they left the School for the final time before
their exams.
Year 12 student Inaya Zubair then laid a paver marking the graduation of the 2018 students in the long row of
pavers outside Christ Church Cathedral.
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I remember the old Pre-school days
A sandpit filled with hidden treasure of sparkling sequins, wonderful warm and caring educators and lifelong
friends: these are some of Ang Collins’ memories from her days as one of the first NGS Pre-schoolers.
Ang was among the first six children to join the Pre-school when it opened two decades ago.
“Miss Jacqui was a really beautiful, kind and really warm kind of mother-figure – we all loved her to bits,”
she said. She also recalled Miss Cook, who was funny, always cracking jokes.
After completing all her schooling at NGS, Ang graduated in 2012 and studied Arts at the University of
Sydney, followed by a Masters in Fine Arts at NIDA.
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Today, she lives in Sydney and works as a playwright. Her one-woman show Blueberry Play was staged by
the Griffin Theatre Company in Sydney last year, and will play at this year’s Fringe Festival in Perth.

Pre-school

marks 20 years

When NGS Pre-school opened it doors on the Park
Campus 20 years ago, there were just six children

She enjoyed seeing the children move through primary
and then high school, attending Speech Days to

enrolled.

congratulate them on their graduation.

It was the first facility to open on the new campus

As the first students grew into young adults, the Pre-

in 1999, and was followed soon after by Years K-4

school also continued to grow, expanding from it’s

moving across from Hill Campus.

initial licence for 19 places up to 20, 24, and 29. By the

Pre-school founding director Ms Jacqui Soto was

was licensed for 38 places a day.

employed by then Principal, Mr Alan Green, to set up
the Pre-school from scratch.

time Ms Soto finished at NGS in 2011, the Pre-school

“I was very sad to go,” she said. “I loved my time there
– it was like a family atmosphere.”

“It was just a shell of a building,” she recalls. ”I ordered
all the equipment and the furniture and oversaw the
fit out.”
Because there were just six students, the educators
often took them out on excursions, using the School’s
4WD vehicle.
“We would go to the helipad or for a picnic at the
foreshore or to Blackbutt. We had some fantastic
excursions,” she said.
Ms Soto still remembers many of the first children to
attend the Pre-school, including Tom Walker, Angus
Hart and Ang Collins (see left).
Most of the Pre-school children continued onto school
at NGS and they often returned to visit, she said.
“It was so special to be a part of the School. When
we walked through the playground, the students who
used to come to the Pre-school would run up to tell us
what they were doing.
“We could take the Pre-school children to Assembly

Pre-school
a seamless
transition to
kindergarten
Inquiry Learning
Early Literacy Programme
Little Scientist Programme
STEM
Music
Mindfulness
Sustainability

and to Music – it was fantastic to be able to use the
facilities.” Being within NGS also helped the children
transition to Kindergarten, she said.
“We could ensure the children were well and truly
ready to move onto school, which makes a huge
difference.”
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T

All about

the Journey

When the HSC students graduate each year, the NGS
Pre-school staff look on with pride – many of those
young men and women started their education at the
NGS Pre-School.

“

Our focus is on preparing children
for school, creating a seamless
transition and we do that by
providing a learning environment
where children can engage in
meaningful play and educational
experiences,” she said.
“Educators work closely with each child and their
family, focusing on the child’s overall development
and how they are progressing in their readiness
to transition to Kindergarten - a more structured,
classroom environment and a bigger social play area
being the school playground” she said.

Pre-school Director Ms Angela Tapp said the Preschool, which is based at Park Campus and has been

One of the great advantages of being part of NGS

rated as Exceeding the National Quality Standard, was

environment was that the Pre-school could run

an integral part of the NGS learning environment.

specialist programmes linked to the school.

The Pre-school implements the Early Years Learning

Ms Tapp said children could also access specialist

Framework and the My Time, Our Place Framework

services, including occupational therapy, speech

for School Age Care and has a philosophy of Inquiry-

therapy, physiotherapy and psychology within the Pre-

based learning, meaning it responds to the children’s

school if needed.

needs, strengths and interests.
“Each year we offer both Speech and Occupational
Ms Tapp said the programming and planning that

Therapy screenings that can take place at the Pre-

goes into each child’s individual development and the

school. Any follow-up sessions that may be required

school-readiness report that is prepared for children

for a child can also take place during the Pre-school

covers five areas:

day. Families can also access the School psychologist

•

Social and Emotional Development

if needed.”

•

Physical Development (Large motor
and small motor skills)

Children can also attend the NGS Before and After

•

Cognitive Development

School Care service and Vacation Care, if their parents

•

Language Development

wish.

•

Creative Development
“It is a real privilege to work in an early childhood
educational space that is so unique, being part of a
school with a 100-year history of quality education
within the Newcastle community,” Ms Tapp said.
The Pre-school has been open for nearly 20 years,
and she and other long-serving staff had the pleasure
of watching students grow from Pre-schoolers into
confident young adults.
“It’s quite emotional to see students who started their

18.

educational journey with us as Pre-schoolers go on to
attend their Year 12 Graduation Dinner as their school
journey comes to an end” she said.

The NGS Pre-School ••
•
•
•
•

Children are aged 3-5 years
There are options for two, three, four and
five-day programmes
Children attend for one or two years,
depending on age and school-readiness
There are two rooms: “The Groovers” and
“The Shakers”
Children can continue onto Kindergarten at NGS
The Pre-school operates from 8.30am–3.00pm
with both Before and After School Care available
for those who require extended hours of care.

Little Scientists

in the making

From learning about the engineering of the human body to exploring how volcanoes
erupt, the NGS Pre-schoolers have been getting a headstart on learning in the area of
STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.
The Pre-school has been working towards gaining certification as a “Little Scientists
House” – an accreditation that demonstrates our committment to providing quality,
hands-on, inquiry-based STEM learning.
And Ms Tapp said if the children expressed interest in a particular topic within the very
broad STEM area, there was a strong focus in inquiry, helping them to explore, question
and learn about that area.
“The children pose a question and we help them find the answer with the learning
process being open-ended,” Ms Tapp said.
During the past year, one little boy’s family was stuck in Bali when flights were grounded
due to volcanic ash. When he returned and told the educators what had happened, it
sparked an exploration of volcanoes that saw the children help to build a model of a
volcano and figure out how to make it erupt.
“That led onto interests and questions from the children about earthquakes and faultlines. What we initially thought would be a week-long focus turned into a whole term
of inquiry,” Ms Tapp said.
When another child told educators he had learned that the human intestine was 7m
long, it led to an inquiry learning experience on the science and engineering of the
human body.
Ms Tapp said children could delve into everything from coding to scientific experiments,
at a level they could understand.
“The children love it, and it builds a strong foundation, preparing them for a great
future of learning across STEM areas.”
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New-look sports

programme for NGS

The NGS sports programme is undergoing significant

“Like with any other subject, we want students to be

changes this year, with the introduction of several new

able to set targets and undertake deliberate practice

sports, new policies and new uniforms – all aimed at

to try to achieve their goals,” he said. But the selection

creating an environment where all students can be

policy is not only about skills on the field – the School’s

challenged and develop new skills.

RISE values (Respect, Integrity, Service, Excellence) are
also central to the policy.

Director of Sport Daniel Kozey said NGS is developing
a clearer pathway for all sports, with a focus on a few

In line with the Schools’ focus on Positive Education,

key areas displaying success and potential.

a new sports language is also being implemented. Mr
Kozey said both students and their coaches are being

Rugby 7s will be introduced for both boys and girls this

encouraged to reflect on their abilities and the positive

year, along with AFL for both genders, and there will

aspects of how they perform, rather than on what

be a revamp of the basketball and soccer programmes.

didn’t go as well as hoped in a game or competition.

“We are trying to ensure there are regular games for

“We are encouraging positive dialogue, and will be

all our sports,” Mr Kozey said. “But we appreciate

asking the students to reflect more on how they

students are competing in sports outside of school

performed, rather than simply the end result.” he said.

and we want to complement what they are doing with
the School’s sporting programmes.”
He said students’ motivations for getting involved in
sport varied, and he hoped the new structure would
enable sporting opportunities to be offered to all
students, whether they are keen to compete at a
high level, or to have fun playing in a team with their
friends.
“I just want our students to get involved, and to
enjoy their sport,” he said. “We want students to feel
supported to be courageous with their sport choices
and on-field decision making.”
There will also be a transition to a more contemporary
sports uniform, with options that are more economical
for parents, and will ensure students’ clothing matches
their on-field, pool or on-court performances, he said.
Sports Selection and Sport Awards policies are
being introduced to give clear direction on the way
students are selected for NGS teams, and on awards
for sporting achievements. Mr Kozey said the selection
policy would ensure players were selected on specific
strengths, and students had the opportunity to work
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towards achieving the skills required for selection to
a team.
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Students Showcase
Scientific Inquiry
What’s the most effective way to chill food in an esky?
And what is the relationship between musical genres and
heart rate?
These were among the questions that Year 9 Science
students set out to answer through a diverse array of
Student Research Projects which were shared during the
Science Showcase of Learning evening.
STEM teacher Summer Edwards said the students worked
in groups and could choose to explore any topic they were
interested in, using the skills central to scientific research.
They were required to follow the scientific method
to identify a topic of inquiry, design an appropriate
experiment, conduct the research and analyse the results.
“The evening provided students an opportunity to display
their amazing research projects to parents and friends,”
she said.
Projects included:
• Exploring the use of natural versus synthetic antibacterial agents
• Investigating the psychological and neurological basis
of human fears
• The relationship between music genres and heart rate
• Exploring mould and everyday food recipes to develop
ideal products
• Finding out the most effective way to chill  food in an
esky.
“Students worked collaboratively and developed their
skills in scientific methodology, communicating their
findings and overcoming problems with innovative
solutions,” she said.
Director of Learning and Teaching Mrs Lisa Peterson
added: “This authentic experience develops students’
ability to work scientifically, as well as fostering key
capabilities, including problem-solving, collaboration and
communication. It is these types of learning experiences
that build skills for life. Congratulations to the Year 9
Science students and their teachers who facilitated this
amazing experience.”
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Student Perspective
Sophie Franks

“In Term 3, Year 9 participated in the annual Science Fair,
showcasing a diverse range of experiments from a variety of
science topics, including biology, psychology, chemistry, geology
and physics, created from their own interests. For four weeks
in groups of 3-4, Year 9 planned, executed and presented
sophisticated experiments that allowed us to grow and learn as
young and curious scientists.
We developed our scientific method and learnt the importance
of collaboration and teamwork in regards to a safe and successful
experiment.
My group decided to focus on a psychological experiment
relating to how fears change with age. Ruby, Felix and I all had
an interest in this topic, and generally were curious about it. The
experience was enjoyable and we had the ability to share our
findings with the Year and parents, with many questions being
raised and discovering areas for future investigation.
It was interesting to see what other groups had come up with,
and we all came together as a Year to congratulate each other on
successful and fascinating experiments.”

Primary students impress

Tournament
of the Minds
Five teams of Primary students demonstrated their skills as thinkers, collaborators, communicators, self-managers
and researchers when they entered the Hunter Tournament of the Minds.
Head of Primary Mrs Alicha Dyer said the students collaborated in their teams for many weeks before presenting
their solution for a “Long-Term Challenge”, which were set across a range of disciplines: the Arts, Language
Literature, Social Sciences and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).
The student teams were required to work together in the lead up to the Tournament, without assistance from
teachers, parents or peers.
They were encouraged to explore possibilities and experiment with ideas as they endeavoured to produce their best
possible solution.
They also needed to develop a creative and original way to communicate this solution to others, working within
predefined parameters such as limited materials, complex challenge criteria and the deadline of Tournament Day.
Mrs Dyer said the student teams presented their challenge solution to a panel of judges and an audience at the
Tournament – having just 10 minutes and a performance space of 3m x 3m to do so.
The teams also participated in an unseen “Spontaneous Challenge”, which required rapid interchange of ideas, the
ability to think creatively and well-developed group co-operation skills.
“All of the Newcastle Grammar School Primary students should feel incredibly proud of not only their performance
on Tournament Day, but also of the attributes which they developed and demonstrated throughout the process,”
Mrs Dyer said.
“Not only did the students have lots of fun, but the Tournament provided a platform for excellence and helped
equip the students with 21st century skills and strategies,” she said.
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A taste of
Chinese culture

Students at Park Campus were immersed in Chinese culture, enjoying everything from language to dance, food and
martial arts during the Park Campus China Day held in September.
Mandarin teacher, Ms Josie Yan said the day-long event was aimed at giving students the opportunity to enrich
their learning of Chinese language and culture.
“It is also an opportunity for some students to be involved and demonstrate their learning of Mandarin through
performances and communication with instructors and volunteers from the local Chinese community,” she said.
The day was supported by Sinofield, a not-for-profit organisation that offers Chinese workshops to promote Chinese
language and culture learning at schools in NSW.
Students from Years K-4 watched cultural performances, including traditional dances, musical instruments and
martial arts demonstrations. They were able to take part in the lion dancing, as well as in a range of workshops
including calligraphy, Chinese music, games involving Chinese hacky sacks and ping pong balls, Kung Fu, bracelet
making, and lion puppet making.
Students from the Year 7 Mandarin class also attended the day, participating in the cultural performance.
Ms Yan said the students were very excited to see the dances and martial art demonstrations, and the lion dancing
was a highlight.
“They enjoyed the hands-on activities and were able to bring a product home that they made themselves during
the day. A lot of children ordered dumplings and spring rolls for lunch where they experienced yummy Chinese food
using chopsticks,” she said.
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Students’ wide ranging talents on display
at our annual

Art Show

The diverse talents of Visual Arts students from
Years 9-11 were on display for all to see during the
2018 Annual Exhibition of Students’ Artworks held
in September last year.
Head of Creative and Performing Arts, Mrs Tonia
Martin, said the Visions Formed Visions Found …
exhibition was a wonderful opportunity for students
undertaking elective Visual Arts to share their works
with their families and the broader NGS community.
Students’ artworks included paintings, drawings,
printmaking,
exhibition

sculpture

was

and

opened

by

photography.

The

guest

and

artist

photographer, Yvonne Mullane, who graduated from
NGS 15 years ago and studied a BA (Photography) at
Charles Sturt University. She went on to study at the
London School of Photography and has been running
her own photography business, YCM Photography,
for the past seven years.

The 2018 Student Acquisition Prize was awarded to
Sarah Brown (now in Year 12), for her acrylic and spray
painted series “The Holy Trinity”. Sarah’s eye-catching
work has been purchased by the School as part of the
NGS Collection.

Congratulations to the following students who received
Highly Commended Awards:
2018 Year 9 students:

L - R: Tonia Martin, Yvonne Mullane and Julie Owers

Ms Mullane, who said she was impressed by the
quality of artworks in the exhibition, urged students
to pursue their creativity and to pursue the many
opportunities open to them.
As an established tradition, she was given the task
of choosing a range of Highly Commended Awards,
and also selecting the Annual Student Acquisition
Prize.

•

Emily Blunden

•

Olivia Byth

•

Olivia Chappell

•

Jonty Gildenhuys

•

Brodie Horn

•

James Logan

2018 Year 10 students:
•

Shravanya Tummala

•

Lillian Williams

•

Emily Withford

2018 Year 11 students:
•

Kavini Palipana

•

Jasmin Zhou

Mrs Martin said: “A big thank you goes to the Visual
Arts students who worked so hard during the year to
produce the stunning artworks that we were fortunate
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Parent seminar focuses on

Building Resilience
NGS parents were given valuable pointers on how to
help build resilient families at a seminar held at Park
Campus in October. The seminar was presented by
Mrs Debbie Miller, Director of Education and Learning
from Pathways to Resilience Trust.
With a focus on neuroscience and strengths-based
approaches to parenting, Mrs Miller covered the topics
of self-regulation, thinking skills, and the importance
of relationships and positive role modeling in order to
build resilience in children.
Head of Primary, Alicha Dyer, said it was reassuring
to hear Mrs Miller’s advice that resilience is built
through fostering curiosity, imaginative play, positive
thinking, character strengths, growth mindset, and
empowering students to be in control of themselves
and their actions.
“These are all supported in the primary years through
Inquiry-based learning and a Positive Education
focus within our ‘Freedom to Flourish Wellbeing
Framework’,” she said
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Inquiring minds

on display

Students from Years 5 and 6 shared their learnings
from a wide range of innovative Inquiry projects at the
Stage 3 Exhibition of Learning.
Parents and students from other grades were invited
to view the student’s projects, hear their explanations
and ask questions.
Year 5 students explored the impact of single use
items on the sustainability of Earth. They came up
with lots of inventive ways to alter the journey map of
“problem waste” items, designing alternative uses or
alternative use of materials.
The inquiry question for Year 6 was: “How and why
do living things adapt?” Year 6 teacher, Ms Dalal
Benko-Nehme, said the students learned about how
structural features and other adaptations of living
things help them to survive in their environment, and
how physical conditions of the environment affect the
growth and survival of living things.
The students selected a biome of interest (Tundra,
Aquatic, Grasslands, Desert or Forest) and, in small
groups, chose two plants and two animals that had
adapted to survive in that biome. They integrated
learning about their biome across lessons ranging
from Art to Library, Ms Benko-Nehme said. For the
Exhibition of Learning, the students created their
biome, with some bringing in real plants and branches
to create a rainforest vibe and others making dioramas
of their habitat.
One Year 6 group was dressed as the animals and
plants and taught their audience about their different
adaptations. One group was dressed as explorers,
discovering the plants and animals on their travels.
“They did a great job conveying their information in
a creative and entertaining way,” Ms Benko-Nehme
said.
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Rooftop garden and
beehives create a
buzz
NGS is taking learning to the top, with a flourishing
rooftop garden opening up new learning experiences
across a wide range of subjects, and students abuzz
with enthusiasm for three recently established
beehives.
Technology teacher, Mr Chris Wyatt is leading the
project that has not only seen the rooftop turned into
a sustainable garden supplying fresh produce, but will
foster the growth of Newcastle’s bee populations.
The rooftop garden was planted for the first time last
year, and is already producing vegetables to be used
in Food Technology courses and the school canteen.

Bringing STEM to life
Mr Waytt said the garden would be used in variety
of lessons across the STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) curriculum, teaching
problem-solving along with other key skills. Already, it
is planned to be used for Year 12 Biology experiments
on hydrangea alkalinity and lessons for the Year 7
Mathematics Garden Design unit. One of the HSC
Extension Science students is also looking at using the
hives as a focus for his research investigation.
“We have a strong focus on STEM education and a big
part of this is looking at physics around us and how
energy produced and utilised,” he said.
“The garden offers an exciting opportunity for
students to have a real-world connection and one of
the ideas already being discussed among students is
to incorporate solar energy into the aquaponic system
to run the pumps.”
My Wyatt said students were driving the garden’s
development, putting forward suggestions about how
it is designed and what elements are incorporated.

The first crop was harvested in September last year:
turnips followed by a “mega cabbage” that was used
to make coleslaw served on the baked potatoes being
sold in the canteen. Many more vegetables are now
being grown and harvested.
From 2019, Stage 4 Technology students will help
care for the garden as part of their Agriculture unit
of study. And composting will be added to close the
energy loop for the garden. There are also plans for
aquaponics to be incorporated into the garden – a
self-sustaining system of growing fish in a symbiotic
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combination with plants.

Head of School, Mrs Erica Thomas, said the rooftop
garden was a valuable resource to support the
school’s forward-looking, integrative approach to
STEM education.
“This project will help bring learning to life across a
wide range of subjects, especially in STEM, which we
know provides students with skills that are not only
critical to supporting future innovation in Australia,
but are increasingly sought by employers regardless of
the career pathways students pursue,” she said.

Beekeeping

NGS students are now the proud carers of three
colonies of bees, after two hives were installed on the

rooftop of the Hill building and one was established in
the gardens late last year.
STEM Teacher, Chris Wyatt, is also an avid apiarist
and currently keeps six honey bee hives at his home.
He led the establishment of the hives, which include
two hives of European honey bees housed near the
rooftop garden, and another hive set up within an
Indigenous garden which houses a stingless species
called Tetragonula carbonaria, one of only a handful
of native bee species that creates colonies.
“We certainly need to protect our native bees, which
face the threat of loss of habitat,” Mr Wyatt says.
The students are managing the hives, which have
a perspex lid enabling close monitoring of their
development.
Beekeeping not only provides students with new
experiences and skills, but could teach them how to
work towards a goal, how to work in collaboration
and show them the value of contributing to their
community, Mr Wyatt said.
He added that in keeping with the school’s Positive
Education Framework, beekeeping and gardening
were

also

great

stress-relievers,

encouraging

mindfulness and focus.
”I have a passion for students learning self-sufficiency,
but I think the most powerful aspect is really on
student wellbeing. Students will have the opportunity
to interact with the environment, to slow down, and
to take time to appreciate what is around them.”
Mr Wyatt held a beekeeping workshop for community
members at the school in October last year, giving
them all the knowledge they needed to start their
own hive.
One of the participants, Louise Willis, commented that
a beehive was now on her “to do” list:
“It was a great experience and so informative…”
she wrote on the NGS Facebook page. “I am most
excited about the coming opportunities the students
at NGS will have taking care of and learning about
this amazing little creature. What a great privilege
to have such passionate teachers who want to share
their skills, hobbies, knowledge and passion with the
students and school community beyond their role as
classroom teachers.”
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An instrumental role

Erin Sweetman

NGS Music teacher and accomplished pianist Erin Sweetman is passionate
about all students learning music at school. Not only does it tap into students’
creativity, but music education covers all key learning areas, she says. “It is such
an important part of education, right from early childhood. While not all students
will continue to study music in their senior years of high school, hopefully
they will be a receptive audience and will appreciate all styles of music.“ Ms
Sweetman, who has performed internationally and nationally both as a solo
pianist and accompanying many esteemed performers, has been teaching music
across Years 7-12 at NGS since 2010. “I’m thrilled to be working at NGS because
the school has such a vibrant Music Department. We are always preparing for
something, whether that is a musical or a concert coming up,” she says. On
top of teaching, she continues to perform regularly, accompanying the Hunter
Singers and playing in the annual Newcastle Music Festival. “I love to perform
and think it’s so important to keep playing at a high level. It’s also important
for the kids to see us out there in the community performing.” She is about
to release her first album of classical music, with cellist Anthea Scott-Mitchell.
Ms Sweetman says her highlights at NGS have included accompanying music
ensembles on tours to the United States and Singapore, as well as working with
composer Paul Jarman who composed the new school song, “Rise”. Last year,
Ms Sweetman was Assistant Musical Director for the school-wide production of
Annie, as well as Musical Director for the Year 10 production, Into the Woods.
“I love musicals,” she says. “I travel to New York to see as many as I can every
couple of years.”

Music Teacher

From agriculture to teaching

Tom Hosegood

Having grown up on a farm in Bingara, in northern NSW, Year 4 teacher Tom
Hosegood initially explored a career in agriculture. “I studied undergraduate
agricultural economics as I was interested in government policy around farming,
both locally and internationally – but I always had an inkling I would like to
teach,” he says. After completing his degree, he changed tack and studied for
his Masters in Primary School Education in Newcastle, before teaching in primary
schools in Sydney for a few years. Mr Hosegood moved back to Newcastle in
2017 to join NGS, and has taught Year 4 for the past two years. “I really enjoy
teaching here. I’m lucky to have had wonderful classes and we have supportive
staff and great teachers,” he says. One of the highlights of the last year was
helping his class make a music video as part of the Park Campus Together We
Dream production, he says. “I’ve always enjoyed film and it was great for the
kids to be able to get involved in filming shots around Newcastle, then putting
the video together – they were thrilled with it.” And he says a great aspect of
teaching Year 4 is that they take on the responsibility of being seen as student
leaders on Park Campus with great maturity. “They really do rise to it and relish
the challenge – they take their extra jobs really seriously and it’s wonderful to
prepare them to transition to Hill Campus.”
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Primary Teacher

Global Connections

Michelle Cooper

When her Year 1 class took part in a Global Connections programme, primary
teacher Michelle Cooper was able to connect them with the school where she
taught previously – in Abu Dhabi. Ms Cooper grew up in Newcastle but after
completing her teaching degree, she headed overseas and taught in London for
18 months. Bitten by the travel bug, she then took up a role as a Partnership
Advisory teacher in Abu Dhabi, helping develop curriculum implementation.
She ended up spending five years there, going on to teach in both a local school
as Head of Faculty and in a British school as a Head of Foundation role. “Being
away from home was challenging at times, however, teaching through a variety
of international curriculums in a different culture was extremely rewarding,” she
says. She returned to Newcastle and joined NGS Park Campus two years ago.
“I feel fortunate to have the opportunity to teach at NGS. The students are
polite, focused, inquisitive and interested to learn. The parents and community
are supportive and involved in their children’s education, which is great!” In
2017, she reached out to her former school, connecting her class with students of
similar age in Abu Dhabi. The two classes learned the same lessons, then shared
and compared their work. “We were able to expose the students to a different
culture and they shared many thought-provoking inquiry questions as a result.”
Having attended Hunter Performing Arts High School as a dance student, Ms
Cooper says she was also thrilled to have the opportunity to choreograph two
dances for last year’s Together We Dream production. “It was a wonderful
experience! During the rehearsals, the children impressed with their enthusiasm
and it was pleasing to observe the dedicated students thrive on stage! On the

Primary Teacher

night, the finale was spine tingling.”

A part of the NGS village

Peter Juchniewicz

PDHPE teacher Mr Peter Juchniewicz has seen a lot of change in his subject
over the 15 years that he’s been teaching at NGS. Rather than being viewed
as a largely sport-based subject, he says the PDHPE curriculum now focuses on
giving students holistic health and life skills that they will use well beyond school.
“What we are teaching students today can make a massive difference,” he says.
“From movement to resilience to personal development, we are are helping to
form attitudes that will be sustained throughout the rest of students’ lives.” Mr
Juchniewicz, also a Head of House, says NGS students are inspirational. “It’s an
amazing lot of kids – I’m inspired by what they can achieve, how well organised
they are, what they can fit into their lives and how they embrace and make the
most of the opportunities here.” His highlights during his time at NGS include
joining students on a challenging trek on the Kokoda Trail in 2011, as well as
accompanying student groups to Fiji and to Vietnam to do community work, as
part of the school’s global projects. “It exposes the students to different ways of
living, and there are lots of important lessons for both the students and myself
to learn.” But he says it is the “village vibe” that stands out the greatest highlight
of working at the school. “Here at NGS there is so much to get involved in, it
feels like we are part of a network. It is a community with a real village vibe and
I love that,” he says.

PDHPE Teacher
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Sporting
Achievements
Ski and Snowboard championships

Tennis

The Interschool Regional and State Ski and Snowboard

The end of Term 3 marked the end of the Secondary

Championships were held at Thredbo in July, with 18

School tennis competition held at District Park Tennis

NGS students competing. Three students made it

Centre. NGS teams performed very well. A special

through to the State Championships: Zahlee Owers,

mention goes to Oliver Custer and William Irvine

Ashely Sewell and Taj Curran. Zahlee competed in

for taking out the Division 1 title. NGS also won the

the Snowboard X and Snowboard Giant Slalom and

HRIS U15 Boys Tennis Gala Day, undefeated in the

qualified for the Australian Championships in both

tournament. Oliver Custer did not drop a set in either

events, going through to represent the School at the

singles or doubles for the entire tournament. NGS won

National Championships.

the HRIS Primary Tennis, with Emily Lilleyman winning
the Year 6 girls Division and William Jeffery coming

Netball

runner-up in the Year 6 boys division. Two students,

Congratulations to the two netball teams that won

Andrew Carpenter and Jack Welsh, were selected for

their grand finals last year: The 11 years Division 3

the HRIS team to compete at CIS in 2019.

and 14 years Division 4 teams had great seasons,
culminating in grand final wins.

NSWCIS Athletics Carnival
Congratulations to Edward Hunt, Kalen Routley and

Basketball

Hunter Rowntree on their performances at the NSWCIS

Well done to the NGS team, which won the HRIS

Athletics Championships in September. Edward finished

U15 Girls Basketball Gala Day last year, remaining

6th in the 800m and 5th in the 1500m. Kalen finished

undefeated throughout the tournament. Isobel Prince

6th in the 200m and Discus, 1st in the 400m and 800m,

and Grace Purcell were selected to the HRIS U15 team

3rd in the High Jump, 5th in the Shot Put. Hunter finished

for the AICES Championships. Congratulations to

3rd in the 800m, breaking the NGS record for the event,

Keegan Harvey who was selected to the 2019 NSW

5th in the 1500m. Hunter then went on to nominate for

U20 Basketball squad in October.

the 2XU NSW All Schools Championships, finishing 6th
in the 400m, 8th in the 800m and 10th in the 1500m.

Mountain Biking

Indoor Hockey

More than 200 students from across NSW participated

Congratulations to Edward and Henry Hunt on their

in the inaugural Hunter Schools XCO Mountain Bike

selection to the 2019 Hockey NSW U13 Boys Stars and

Championships at Glenrock Mountain Park, Newcastle

Lions teams for the 2019 National Indoor Carnival.

in September. Ethan Anderson, Alex MacDougall,
Harvey McGaffin and Liam Wilson raced in the U15
race, three laps of a 4km awesome track on a pictureperfect Spring day. From 75 students in the Under 15s,
Liam finished in 10th place, Harvey 20th, and Ethan
41st in his first ever race.
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Mechatronics

one path to the future

Students were offered the opportunity to take part in a
Co-curricular Mechatronics activity for the first time last
year, opening the door to using new technologies.
The Designing, Making & Mechatronics course gave
students a chance to engage in ‘maker culture’, which is
a technology-based DIY culture focused on the creation
of new devices, as well as tinkering with existing ones.
The students were able to utilise a range of technology
tools, such as 3D computer design, 3D printing, Arduino
boards, sensors and actuators, and were encouraged to
work on projects of their own choice to solve authentic
problems in which they have an interest.

Camps

provide new challenges

Camps provide new challenges
Snow and adventure camp
Year 8 students took on many new challenges when
they attended the Snow and Adventure camp in August
last year. The students skied or snowboarded, learnt to
cross country ski and snowshoe and learnt to survive in
the wilderness by building a snow cave.
They were still smiling − and had lots of stories to recount
− when they returned to school after the week-long
adventure at the Action Learning Initiative in Jindabyne.
Into the wilderness
A total of 36 Year 9 students completed the “Adventurous
Journey” component of their Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
Award last year, which requires them to undertake twodays canoeing and three days hiking, or similar options.
The students survived five days sleeping in tents, carrying
all their gear and cooking for themselves.

Catching waves
About 20 students took to the waves at One Mile Beach
in October, for the annual surf camp. The students had
a great weekend learning practical surfing skills, aimed
at ensuring a balanced lifestyle during their school years
and beyond.

No argument

about NGS students’ debating prowess

NGS student, Zoe Roberts-Thompson, is making her

Josephine Armstrong was also awarded Runner Up in

name in debating circles, after being named the overall

the Middle Division of the HICES debating competition

winner in the senior division of the HICES debating

(preliminary rounds) for the State of NSW, and then

competition (preliminary rounds) for both the Hunter

also for the Hunter Region in the finals round.

Region and the state of NSW late last year.
Zoe was a member of the NGS team that competed
in debates covering a range of topics across political,
environmental and social concerns within Australia
and an international context.
Now in Year 10, Zoe has been competing in debating
since primary school and goes out of her way to coach
and encourage the junior debaters during their debate
preparation, said English teacher, Carmen Partridge.
She also often volunteers to do timekeeping and
chairperson duties in her free time. She was awarded
her certificates at the HICES Debating Grand Final in
Sydney in Term 4, where she also volunteered to chair
some of the finals debates.
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Alumni News
A period of growth: David Sarich,
Former Head of Junior School
In the almost three decades that David Sarich was Head
of NGS Junior School, he saw the number of students
more than double. When he joined NGS as Master in
Charge of the Junior School in 1979, there were less than
150 K-6 students, all based at Hill Campus. David says he
saw the Stewart Building developed.
His highlights at NGS include seeing students move
through school from Kindergarten to becoming young

Life abroad: Megan Halland

adults in Year 12, and school camps – which were pretty
rough and ready, with the Year 3-6 students sleeping
under canvas.

Former NGS student Megan Halland (nee Hill) now lives
with her young family in the United States, dividing her

“The kids would construct things like rafts, and have

holidays between Australia and her husband’s home

raft wars on the water. It was great fun,” he says. “The

country of Norway. Megan graduated in 1996 after

students had a chance to be in the outdoors, showing

spending her senior years at NGS.

independence, resourcefulness and initiative – that was a
really positive thing that came out of NGS.”

“I have lots of fond memories of the nice learning
environment, fun times with friends and special occasions

In 1999, Years K-4 moved to the School’s new premises,

like the debutante ball and other formal events,” she says.

Park Campus, and David oversaw the primary school

After finishing school, she completed a Bachelor of

across both campuses. By the time he left NGS in 2007,

Social Work at the University of Newcastle, followed by

there were more than 300 primary students.

postgraduate studies in Health Sciences. It was at one of
those lectures in 2003 that she met her husband, Magnus

David went on to become Head of the Junior School

Halland, a Norwegian student who was undertaking

at Lakes Grammar School, where he remained until his

Biomedical Science research in Newcastle – they married

retirement in 2012. But he says relationships forged

at Christ Church Cathedral in 2005.

during his years at NGS have endured: he often has a
chat to parents of former students around town.

Megan completed a Masters in Social Work, working
as manager of a hospital social work department until

“Relationships with both the students and their families

becoming a full-time mum to three children, Isobel,

were always strong. That was a great part of the ethos

Lochlan and Sofie. She says the family moved to the

of the School.”

United States for her husband to undertake two
advanced fellowships in gastroenterology at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. He was offered his dream
gastroenterology position at the Mayo Clinic, so the
family stayed in the US. While she loves the multicultural
city they are living in, Megan says she misses Newcastle,
and especially her mum, and would love to return home
one day.
“In the meantime, we will continue to vacation in
Australia and Norway as we are able…We do love how
our children are able to experience different countries
and cultures.”
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Alumni News
A family affair: Lesley Harrison, former
Head of Middle School
Lesley Harrison has had a few different lives at NGS
over the years: as a teacher, the Head of Middle School,
and as a parent. Her first role was from 1983–1985,
teaching English and French, and running the SATU
cadet programme – a daunting role that involved her
undergoing Lieutenant and Captain training with the
Australian Defence Force.
“Amongst my happiest memories were the outdoor
Ashley Carrruthers and Jason Donovan

education opportunities,” she says. “It was hard work,
but I always loved taking the kids on camps.”
After having children, she returned to NGS at the end of
1998 to teach English and Ancient History.
She joined a steering group set up by former Headmaster
Mr Alan Green, to explore Middle School models. When
the School moved ahead with the plan and advertised
for a Head of Middle School covering Years 5-8, Lesley

A passion for piano: Ashley Carruthers
“Follow your passion”, former NGS student, pianist and
entertainer Ashley Carruthers urges today’s students.
“Whatever it is you love to do, put your head down and
do it.”

applied and got the role.

Ashley, who graduated in 2002, is based in Florida,

“It was a great, happy time with the School. I loved the

year, performing his own show on cruise ships and events

middle school model and we developed many things
including cross-school outdoor education programme –

United States, but travels the globe for about 30 weeks a
from Monaco to Miami.

it worked really well,” she says.

When he left school, a career in music was seen as

For Lesley, NGS was always very much a family affair.

Newcastle University. After a couple of years working

Her brother, Tony Redpath was the School Bursar for
many years and her children, Angus and Sarah Harrison,
attended NGS. She left the School in 2007 to take up
a job with a national teacher education programme
focused on student wellbeing, and later moved to her
current role as a Senior Trainer with the Federal E-Safety

unrealistic, and he studied Finance and Business at
in the industry, Ashley realised he wasn’t doing what he
loved.
He moved to Queensland to follow his heart, playing
piano in cafes and hotels. Next step was London, playing
in Harrods and The Dorchester and for professional ballet

Commissioner.

companies.

Lesley recently moved back to Newcastle from Sydney to

In 2012, Ashley took his first job playing on a cruise ship.

be close to her first grandchild. “It’s great to be back,”
she says. “Everywhere I go, I am sure to bump into
someone I know from my time at NGS.”

He went on to develop his own show and since 2013, he
has visited more than 100 countries, performing in every
part of the globe.
However, his biggest career highlight was winning a role
in West End show, Million Dollar Quartet. He played
famous pianist, Jerry Lee Lewis on the show’s UK and
Ireland tour, alongside fellow Aussie, Jason Donovan.
“I had a brilliant time playing Jerry Lee Lewis in the show,”
he says. “I was lucky enough to have my family and a
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number of friends fly over to the UK to see the show.”

Alumni News
Following your dreams: Fuchsia Claire
Sims
Former NGS student and entrepreneur, Fuchsia Sims,
has always been adventurous in nature. When she
and some friends walked the 15km from her home
in Dudley, to school one day, they arrived 20 minutes
late to find the entire assembly had been held back
to applaud their arrival.
“I was always a little bit different at school – but
when students were doing something different,
Grammar always gave us support to be ourselves
and to follow our dreams,” she says.
Fuchsia had several stints away from school, as her
academic parents took overseas sabbaticals – by age
10, she had visited 30 countries. After graduating
from NGS in 2003, she went to live in the jungles
of Costa Rica, working as a river guide and helping
troubled youth rebuild their self esteem. She

Save the Date
Sat 3, August 2019
Back to School afternoon
All Alumni Welcome

completed a degree in International Marketing at
the University of Sydney and furthered her studies in
International Business and the Experience Economy
at the Copenhagen Business School, Denmark.
Three years ago, Fuchsia co-founded a technology
start-up called Adventure Junky, a mobile app
that turns sustainable travel into a game, allowing
travellers from around the world to earn points from

2009
10 Year Reunion

2014
5 Year Reunion

different travel experiences. Adventures selected to

1999
20 Year Reunion

appear on the app must be “high” on experience
and “low” on the impact they have on culture and
environment.

1989
30 Year Reunion

“With literally billions of travellers circling the planet

1979
40+ Year Reunion

every year, we’re on a mission to combat the negative
effects of over-tourism and play a role in positively
influencing the future of travel,” Fuchsia says.
She says her time in the NGS SATU (Service and
Adventure Training Unit) was an enormous factor

Invitations to be emailed, please contact us if we need your
updated email or postal address.

www.ngs.nsw.edu.au

Survival and problem-solving is at the root of what

From the Head of Community Relations
- Clare Lacey

we did with SATU. I attribute my time as a cadet as

We would love to hear about your news - whether it be an

contributing to many of the skills that have helped

achievement, career, travel, family, engagement, marriage

my entrepreneurial endeavours: talking calculated

or the welcoming of a new baby. Send your news to

risks, creative thinking, teamwork, leadership,

alumni@ngs.nsw.edu.au.

in preparing her for the trials of entrepreneurship.

determination, tenacity and grit − all of which are a
critical combination for success.”

Don’t forget to update your details at www.ngs.nsw.edu.
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The Diamond Ball
The NGS Centenary Celebrations culminated with our

A silent auction attracted bids on goods ranging

Centenary Diamond Ball in October, when 450 past

from a golf and tennis package, to rugby league

and present members of the NGS community came

memorabilia, artworks, luxury getaways, dinner and

together for a sparkling night.

cocktail parties, hampers, and pampering and haircare
packages.

The Ball, held at NEX, was organised by dedicated
NGS parents Catherine Raftos, Julie Kosy and Jenni

The Ball raised an impressive $66,000 for the School,

Bell, who worked tirelessly during the year to make it

enabling two STEM Classrooms at Park and Hill

a wonderful celebration.

Campus to be completed.

MC Ben Mingay, accomplished actor, musician and

“The classrooms will continue to enable the School

international musical theatre performer – and a

to meet its strategic agenda around STEM curriculum

former NGS student – reflected on his connections to

and our wider aim of providing an education for our

the School and to Newcastle.

students enabling them to meet the challenges of
changing higher education and work environments,”

Head of School, Mrs Erica Thomas, said it was

Mrs Thomas said.

wonderful to see school Alumni, past and present
parents, staff and Board members, who had all

The Ball goers, dressed in their finery, enjoyed a three-

formed a part of the rich history of NGS, gather to

course meal before dancing the night away.

celebrate its centenary.
Thanks to the Diamond and Silver Sponsors for their
The Diamond Raffle offered a glittering first prize

generous donations, and to the many businesses and

of a 14 carat white gold and diamond pendant with

school parents who donated prizes for the raffle and

matching earrings valued at $4500, donated by The

auctions.

Jewellery Affair at The Junction.
There was also heated bidding in the live auction for
a painting by internationally-recognised artist Sophie
Mill, who is a NGS parent and the School’s 2018 Artist
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in Residence.
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Every Face
Matters
Past - Present - Future

Hill Campus

Park Campus

Email
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